A central ability of the motor system is to achieve goals with great reliability, although never with zero variability. It is argued that variability is reduced with practice by 3 separate means: reduction of stochastic noise (N), exploitation of task tolerance (T), and covariation (C) between central variables. A method is presented that decomposes variability into these components in relation to task space that is defined by the execution variables. Successful variable combinations form the solution manifold. In a virtual skittles task, it is demonstrated that participants' improvement over repetitions, indicated by increasing accuracy, is accounted for by N, T, and, to a lesser degree, C. The relative contribution of these components changes over the course of practice and task variations.
In many everyday activities and sports skills, actors engage in movements in which they try over successive trials to achieve a desired outcome. Examples in sports are throwing a dart to hit the bull's-eye, bowling a ball to hit the skittles, or running up to hit the take-off board for a long jump. Similar goal-oriented skills are found in everyday life when one aims to hit a key on the keyboard or guide a fork to one's mouth. Historically, hammering on an anvil was the first of such skills to be investigated, and it has become almost legendary through Bernstein's (1935 Bernstein's ( , 1967 ) studies. It can also be found in even earlier writings by Drill (1933) and Woodworth (1899; see also Newell & Vaillancourt, 2001 ). As Bernstein demonstrated, the achieved accuracy in the resulthitting the same spot on the anvil-contrasts with the observation that the trajectories of the multijoint arm are virtually always different. Similarly, throwing a dart to the same target position can be achieved with many different release positions and release angles. The performance is successful when the dispersion in the result is within some tolerance band that is given by the size of the target (i.e., the size of the bull's-eye). If the target is relatively small, the success is limited by the variability in the result. One focus of this study is on how relative constancy in the result is achieved even when there is variability in the process of movement execution. A second focus is on how the structure of this variability in execution changes across practice.
A fundamental assumption in our approach is that biological systems are always subject to perturbations, originating from both internal physiological processes and from the environment. Hence, a certain irreducible level of "noise" is a basic expression of biological systems and can even play a functional role. Abnormal levels of variability are a characteristic of dysfunctional behavior, as evidenced in tremor and excessive movements, and also in the lack of variability, known as stereotypy (Newell, van Emmerik, & Sprague, 1993) . However, the magnitude of this variability is also a function of the task and expertise. We assume that the acquisition and improvement of a skill is characterized by the exploration and exploitation of this natural variability within a given task.
The assumption that biological systems have a significant stochastic component in their movement system is at the core of several current approaches to motor control. For instance, Harris and Wolpert (1998) proposed a model in which the neural control signals have inherent noise that increases with the magnitude of the control signal. Given a task, the controller selects a trajectory shape that minimizes the variance of the final position. Similarly, Todorov and Jordan (2002) developed a stochastic optimal feedback controller that operates with multiplicative noise in its control signals and with noisy sensors with delay. The controller only corrects deviations that interfere with task goals. Both models demonstrate their feasibility by reproducing selected behavioral results, such as Fitts's law and the 2 ⁄3 power law.
Whereas these modeling studies suggest specific control algorithms that explicitly include system noise to replicate variability results, typically presented in traditional statistical measures, such as standard deviations around a given target mean, the goal of the present study was to develop a new analysis of variability that quantifies features observed in empirical data. We suggest a novel method that decomposes variability in the performance of a redundant system into three components. This method differentiates purely stochastic components from goal-dependent components of variability. Further, beyond assuming stochastic processes to be only a nuisance, our method extracts aspects of variability that can be interpreted as having a functionally positive role, such as the exploration of task space. This method can provide new cornerstones for testing control mechanisms that deal with this inherent variability or noise.
A fundamental step for the analysis of variability is the distinction of features that characterize the execution process and features that capture the result of a movement. Let's take dart throwing as an example to illustrate this distinction (see Figure 1 ). The critical moment that determines the entire dart throw is the moment of dart release. This execution of the throw can be fully described by a 6-D vector e, which contains the position coordinates at release (x, y, and z), as well as the release velocities in the three dimensions: e ϭ (x, y, z, v x , v y , v z ). The result can be described in terms of the position on the planar target disk in a 2-D vector, r ϭ (r x , r y ), which quantifies the location of the hit either in Cartesian or in polar coordinates. If there is a series of throws with i trials (i ϭ 1, 2, . . ., n), there is a set of execution vectors E ϭ (e 1 , e 2 , . . ., e n ) and a set of result vectors R ϭ (r 1 , r 2 , . . ., r n ). Repeated throws are unlikely to be produced in an identical fashion. Therefore, successive trials will have a variability V in both the execution variables and the result variables. The central issue introduced above can now be formulated more succinctly: Which relation do execution variability V(E) and result variability V(R) have? This question has particular relevance in situations in which V(R) is the critical limiting factor for successful performance measured in D (e.g., distance from the target). The problem in answering this question is that the variability of two sets of vectors are compared that can have different numbers of entries and different physical dimensions. In the example of the dart throw, the vector e has six entries, whereas the result vector r only has two position dimensions.
With these concepts, a few paradoxical observations can now be formulated as follows: The variability in the movement result V(R) can decrease, or even approach zero, although the variability in the execution V(E) remains significantly above zero and constant. Conversely, it is possible for V(E) to decrease without producing a concomitant decrease in V(R). To understand these paradoxical relations, it is necessary to understand that V(E) is not the single determinant of V(R). The present study shows that changes in V(R) can be described as the sum of three components: noise reduction, exploitation of task tolerance, and covariation between the relevant execution variables (Figure 1 ). We present a method for calculating the quantitative contributions of these components and exemplify this method in an experiment in which participants practiced a goal-oriented task. On the basis of the data, we show that the observed improvement in the accuracy of performance can be broken down into these three components.
First Component: Noise Reduction
The first systematic empirical studies on variability in movement execution were conducted at the end of the 19th century by Fullerton and Cattell (1892) and Woodworth (1899) . In his now famous studies on line drawing, Woodworth highlighted the fact that accurate movement amplitudes depended on movement speed and other target criteria. This work was the beginning of a series of studies that led to the formulation of Fitts's law (see, e.g., Crossman & Goodeve, 1983; Fitts, 1954; Fitts & Peterson, 1964; Meyer, Smith, Kornblum, Abrams, & Wright, 1989; Plamondon & Alimi, 1997) . Besides the well-known systematic relation between movement time, amplitude, and accuracy, a central insight from these early studies was that a certain degree of variability or noise in execution is inevitable, and this noise can never be entirely eliminated.
Studies that investigated movements over a course of practice sessions, however, observed repeatedly that this variability decreased while the accuracy for the desired task increased. It was not astonishing for Woodworth (1899) that it was the worker with the least practice who performed the only mishit among 4,000 observed hammer movements. Reduction of motor noise as a consequence of practice is a widely acknowledged component in skill improvement. Yet these findings were possibly too obvious to motivate further examinations of the functional processes that underlie this decrease in variability.
When variability was investigated, it was typically only the variability in the result that was studied. In contrast to the ubiquitous presence of this decrease in result variability, relatively few studies have explicitly related variability in the result to the variability in the execution across practice. A notable exception is the concomitant recording of joint trajectories and hitting position in hammering by Bernstein (1935 Bernstein ( , 1967 . Other studies are by Arutyunyan, Gurfinkel, and Mirskii (1968) ; Darling and Cooke (1987b) ; Higgins and Spaeth (1972); Vorro (1973); and Worringham (1991, 1993) . However, what has not been addressed in these studies is why and how it happens that movements become less "noisy" and why only to a certain nonzero level. How can the variability in the result V(R) be reduced, and how does the variability in the execution V(E) change in this context? Noise reduction measured in the outcome alone, typically measured in variables that assume a normal distribution of a stochastic process, cannot address these questions. Although variability in the result is most often accompanied by decreasing variability in execution, the latter is not a necessary condition for the former. Admittedly, the analytic method developed below is also not able to give answers about the "why" and the "how," but it does detail when and with what time course noise is reduced. However, in order to theorize about the underlying mechanisms that deal with biological noise, one must first obtain a sound understanding of the phenomenon. Aside from this apparent component, there are two other, less obvious possible components of how variability in the result can decrease during practice, and these partially deterministic sources are illustrated and explained in more detail below. We then quantify the amount of noise that is reduced, given that other functional components are also present.
Second Component: Task-Specific Covariation
How can variability in the result V(R) decrease without a proportional decrease in the variability of the execution V(E)? It was again Woodworth (1899) who highlighted in his studies on drawing and pointing movements the fact that if two variables x and y have an additive relation and have respective standard deviations s x and s y , then the variance of the sum x ϩ y, s x ϩ y 2 is equal to the sum of the two individual variances and twice their covariance:
If x and y do not covary, such that cov ϭ 0, the variance in the end result is the sum of the variances of x and y. Hence, s x 2 ϩ s y 2 is referred to as covariation-free variability. Because the covariation can also assume negative values, the total variance can decrease in comparison with the sum of the individual variances. This simple equation illustrates the fact that variability, or more precisely deviations in the individual variables from the mean, can compensate for each other to achieve a result that has less variability than the sum of individual variabilities. The contribution of covariation to the reduction of variability in the result is therefore the difference between the variability of the sum of the two individual variables, s x 2 ϩ s x 2 , and the empirically measured variability s x ϩ y 2 . This simple notion of subtracting the empirically measured variability from the covariation-free variability to extract the contribution of covariation holds not only for the linear bivariate case but also for the nonlinear multivariate case, which is more common in problems of motor control. However, for this more complex situation, other methods for calculating the covariation-free variability have to be developed. This issue is expanded on below (Müller & Sternad, 2003) .
In an early example, Stimpel (1933) studied repeated forearm throwing actions to a target from a gestalt-theoretical perspective. He showed that the dispersion in the result was smaller than what would have been expected from the dispersion measured in the execution variables. He recorded angle and velocity of ball release at fixed release positions. His experimental task was so constrained that these two variables were the only variables that determined the ball's trajectory and, therefore, determined hitting success. The experiments showed that the variability in the movement result (i.e., deviations from target hits) was smaller than the variability measured in the two execution variables, release angle and velocity. In a similar dart-throwing experiment, the same observations were reported by Müller and Loosch (1999) and Loosch (1990) . Arutyunyan and colleagues showed for pistol shooting that variations in body and pistol angles compensated for each other (Arutyunyan et al., 1968; Arutyunyan, Gurfinkel, & Mirskii, 1969) . More recently, the concepts of these studies on pistol shooting were picked up again by Scholz and colleagues (Latash, Scholz, Danion, & Schöner, 2001; Scholz, Danion, Latash, & Schöner, 2002; Scholz & Schöner, 1999; Scholz, Schöner, & Latash, 2000) and further supported with a more modern methodology and more computationally advanced data analysis. Central to their approach is that control is indicated if a specific constancy is observed-one that is brought about by nonrandom covariation among component processes. Furthermore, there is a series of other investigations in which the existence of covariation has been discussed as indication of control (Abbs, 1986; Abbs, Gracco, & Cole, 1984; Hughes & Abbs, 1976; Bernstein, 1975; Bootsma & van Wieringen, 1990; Cordo, 1988 Cordo, , 1990 Darling & Cooke, 1987a , 1987b Darling & Stephenson, 1993; Darling, Cole, & Abbs, 1988; Gutman, Latash, Almeida, & Gottlieb, 1993; Kudo, Tsutsui, Ishikura, Tomoki, & Yamamoto, 2000; McDonald, van Emmerik, & Newell, 1989; Newell, van Emmerik, & Sprague, 1993; van Emmerik, 1992; Vereijken, van Emmerik, Whiting, & Newell, 1992; Voigt, 1933) . For the present context, covariation between execution variables is a second essential component that can reduce variability in the result.
Third Component: Task Tolerance
In the tasks reviewed above, the desired result was brought about by more than a single combination of values of execution variables. This is the case if the result can vary within boundaries or if the movement system is redundant. For example, in dart throwing, different combinations of release angle and velocity can lead to the same result. For instance, the bull's-eye has a radius such that all results within this tolerance radius count as hits. The space of all variable combinations is referred to as task space. In the dart-throwing example, this is a 6-D space that is spanned by the components of the execution vector e. A combination of execution variables that lead to "success" (i.e., hitting the bull'seye) is referred to as a solution of the task. The subset in task space that contains solutions is referred to as solution space or solution manifold, which is in robotics more commonly referred to as null space.
In task space, one can find areas where many successful solutions are adjacent (i.e., the solution manifold is large). If an actor intends to achieve a specific result, he or she should aim for those solutions that have other solutions adjacent to them in solution space. Even if an actor is unable to realize this particular solution, due to the inevitable noise, he or she will still achieve values that are close to, or even identical with, the desired solution. Areas of the task space in which there is a high probability that also neighboring combinations of variable values lead to a successful solution are, hence, more stable or "tolerant" with respect to motor noise. Therefore, the third component for improving the probability of success is referred to as task tolerance. Graphing the task space with its solution manifold(s) illustrates these areas of high tolerance as subspaces.
In the following, we develop a method by which the relative contributions of the three components discussed above to successful achievement of a task goal can be separated and quantified across sets of trials. We show that the operationalization of these three components can completely describe the improvement in performance. The core idea of this method is demonstrated with the simplified task of playing skittles. The same task is subsequently studied in an experiment, and the data are analyzed with the method. This task has only two execution variables, which simplifies the exposition. However, the method is generalizable to tasks with any number of variables.
The Task: Virtual Skittles
The task in focus is a simplified virtual version of the British pub game "skittles." In skittles, a ball is suspended from a string attached to the tip of a tall vertical post. The player takes the ball, displaces it from vertical while keeping the string taut, and swings it around the post such that it describes an elliptical trajectory. At the opposite side of the post is one skittle or a set of skittles. The goal of the swing is to knock down the skittle or skittles with the ball (Figure 2) .
In order to make the task experimentally tractable and to capture it in a formal model, we modified it in the following fashion ( Figure 3 ): The participant held a "paddle" that was fixed to a hinge joint and could be moved horizontally. A ball was shown on a monitor and was "held" by the paddle. When the participant Figure 2 . Sketch of the skittles task. A ball is suspended on a string and swings around the center post, with the objective of knocking down the skittle at the opposite side. threw the ball, it accelerated onto a circular trajectory around the hinge joint. The moment of ball release was controlled by the participant by the release of a contact switch. At release, the ball took off with a tangential velocity determined by the release and traversed around the central post in a circular trajectory toward a skittle at the opposite side. This ball trajectory was virtual, and the participant could see it on the computer screen. The participant's view of his or her workspace is shown Figure 4 . Because of restoring forces, which were proportional to the distance between the ball and the rest position at the center post, the ball was accelerated back to the center post. This rest position was the origin of the coordinate system (x ϭ 0; y ϭ 0). The participant's goal was to hit the circular target skittle exactly at its center of mass. The measure for goodness of performance was the minimal distance d between the trajectory and the center of the skittle (see inset of Figure 4) . A perfect hit with zero distance to the skittle center was given the value of zero (Trajectory B in Figure 4 ). The participant could throw the ball with a range of release angles (see the polar coordinates around the paddle in Figure 4 ). As is shown below, two angle ranges were particularly successful in hitting the skittle and were chosen most frequently by the participants: A release angle of approximately 90°is illustrated by Trajectory A (Figure 4 ). The angle adopted for Trajectory B is close to Ϫ90°where the paddle points toward the participant. To perform with this Ϫ90°release angle, participants had to change their orientation to the throwing device and adopt a position different from the one shown in Figure 3 , which they were free to do. Trajectories A and B traverse the center post in a clockwise direction, but participants were also allowed to throw the ball onto a counterclockwise path (Trajectory C). The latter direction was chosen less often. Release velocity was defined to be positive when the paddle rotated in a clockwise direction and negative when it rotated in a counterclockwise direction. Note that it was possible to throw the ball onto a counterclockwise path with a positive release velocity (Trajectory C).
The Model
The elliptic trajectories of the ball were generated by a 2-D model system in which the ball was attached by a massless spring to the origin of the coordinate system at the center post ( Figure 4 ). The swinging motions were lightly damped to approximate realistic behavior. At time t the equations for the position of the ball in the x-and y-direction were written as follows:
The amplitudes A x and A y , as well as the phase differences x and y resulted from the ball's release angle and release velocity including energy conservation. The physical parameters chosen for the experimental task (, ) and the precise calculations are given in Appendix A.
Task Space
If all model parameters are fixed, the performance depends on only two variables: the angle of the paddle at release ␣ and the release velocity of the ball v. For all combinations of ␣ and v, the result achieved in the task can be calculated using Equation 2. For a given position of the target skittle, all combinations of release parameters were entered into Equation 2, and the results were computed. In Figure 5 , the results of these calculations are plotted in a 2-D task space for the target position x ϭ 0.35 m; y ϭ 1.00 m. The regions in white show the best solutions, where the distance to the target skittle is less than 3 cm. The two branches pertain to the two major angle ranges in which the ball can be hit. The two branches are not symmetrical because at ␣ ϭ 90°the distance to the center post is smaller than it is at ␣ ϭ Ϫ90°. The effect of release velocity would be symmetrical for positive and negative values if friction were neglected, because in the calculations for the amplitudes in the x-and y-dimensions, the velocity is squared (see 
Appendix A)
. Therefore, what primarily matters is the absolute value of the velocity. However, because we assumed damping of the oscillations, small differences for clockwise and counterclockwise ball trajectories arose, even for identical values of release angle and absolute velocity. Hence, the sign of velocity does matter and is determined by the case distinction of the arcsine function. These differences due to different signs of velocity are considered in the calculations of the trajectory. However, because these differences are extremely small, and their consequences for the task space are not visible at this scale, the task space in Figure 5 is only illustrated for positive velocities. The different shades of gray correspond to different degrees of performance success captured as distances d from the target.
It is important to note that the task space shows nonlinear bands of successful solutions, or solution manifolds. This means that for a given value of ␣ a certain level of variance in ␣ may lead to a noticeable change in performance, whereas the same variance in v produces only negligible changes in the result. Because the bands are of different widths at different locations in task space, they provide different degrees of task tolerance. In this context, tolerance captures the system's stability (i.e., resistance to variability due to noise or perturbations). Because of the inhomogeneity of the task space, task tolerance can provide a significant contribution to the change in result variability. In addition, the component noise reduction is also a possible contributor when the bandwidths are smaller than the variance of the participant. The more noise is reduced, the more likely it is that the result will remain within the desired solution area. Covariation between the execution variables can contribute when the direction of the solution manifold is not parallel to one of the axes. In this case, a change in one variable can be compensated for in the other variable. For example, in Figure 5 , in the range where ␣ is close to Ϫ90°, with increasing angle the corresponding velocity v becomes smaller. Hence, in the shown nonlinear solution manifold, covariation can also be exploited. Conversely, the right branch of the solution manifold shows very little possibility for covariation, because for a value of ␣ close to 90°, all values of v produce the same result d. The fact that the right part of the task space does not afford the exploitation of covariation does not pose a problem because we do not assume that covariation is used every time in invariant fashion but, rather, that it is used only when the task affords it.
Quantification of the Components of Variability
Because our focus is on the decomposition of variability in the executions and results over repeated trials, the application of the method developed in this article requires sets of data-for example, a set of successive trials. If the objective is to extract changes across a series of practice sessions, two or more data sets can be formed from the sequence of practice trials. Similarly, and alternatively, two or more data sets from different individuals can also be compared. For the following exposition, we use two fictive data sets, Set A and Set B, in an arbitrary task space that has a solution manifold similar to that of the skittles task. Figure 6 accompanies and illustrates the following computational steps. Figure 6A shows Set A, consisting of 10 data points plotted in the 2-D task space spanned by an angle ␣ and a velocity v. Figure  6B shows Set B, which has less overall variability and a better performance result because the data points are predominantly located in the white (i.e., successful) areas. The three intermediate figures, Figures 6A 0 , 6A shift , and 6B 0 , illustrate the individual steps of the calculation that compare Set A and Set B. It is shown below that the three components of variability are additive and that they can capture the difference between Set A and Set B completely. Note, however, that the components are not independent of each other, and the sequence in which the contributions of the components are extracted is important.
A single result is captured by the vector r, which contains all variables required to describe the movement result r ϭ (r 1 , r 2 , . . ., r j ). If f is the known function, r is calculated for each trial i of a series of trials (i ϭ 1, . . ., n) from the k-dimensional execution vector e ϭ (e 1 , e 2 , . . ., e k ) as
Each r is associated with a result measure (e.g., the distance to the target d), which is calculated from the equations that describe the trajectory in the task of skittles. Because the method analyzes the variability and its consequences on the performance over a set of trials, we need a measure that expresses the collective performance. This can be, for instance, the average absolute distance to the target D calculated across n trials. In general form, D over a series of n trials is a function of r i :
where t denotes the function quantifying and aggregating the performance over a set of trials. In the example task of skittles, the function t calculates the trajectory's minimal distance from the target d from the spatial coordinates of the trajectories x and y (Equation 2) and averages them across a set of trials to obtain D. Hence, the performance of the set of trials can be expressed and summarized as
where g denotes the function that combines both t and f. E ϭ (e 1 , e 2 , . . ., e n ) is the set of execution vectors with results r i . The Figure 6 . Illustration of the computations quantifying the contributions of the changes in performance. In each panel, several trials are plotted in task space, which is spanned by release angle ␣ and velocity v. To compute the contributions of ⌬T, ⌬N, and ⌬C from the original Data Set A to the second Data Set B, three more data sets are generated (A 0 , A shift , and B 0 ). The specific contributions of the components are the performance differences between data sets.
objective is now to calculate and decompose the difference in performance between the two sets of execution vectors of Set A and Set B, denoted by ⌬D:
This overall difference in performance ⌬D can be decomposed into three potentially unequal contributions. It is important to note that the components covariation ⌬C, noise reduction ⌬N, and task tolerance ⌬T add up to be exactly ⌬D 1 :
⌬D ϭ ⌬C ϩ ⌬N ϩ ⌬T.
The components' contributions are calculated from the differences across five different data sets, which are generated from the original data sets. Sets A and A 0 and B and B 0 differ only in the component covariation, because their means and variances are identical. Sets A 0 and A shift differ only in their location in task space-that is, they differ in the component tolerance. Set A shift and B 0 have the same means and no covariation; hence, they differ only in their amount of noise.
The first step in the calculations extracts covariation in Set A. To emphasize, covariation exists if values of the execution variables "fit" together in the sense that deviations in one variable are compensated for by deviations in the other variable. This covariation is removed by the permutation of the n data points of each variable in Set A separately in order to generate a data set A 0 (Müller & Sternad, 2003 ). In the skittles task, the variables that are permutated are release angle and velocity. The n individual realizations of each variable within the set are permutated such that, subsequently, velocities and angle values from different trials are paired. Due to this new randomized pairing, the target-specific covariation of velocities and angles is removed. If d and the collective measure D are calculated from the new pairs with function g (Equation 5 ), the result is changed. This transformation is symbolized by the arrow from A to A 0 in Figure 6 . Because the values are only permutated, the mean values and the variance remain unchanged in the new Set A 0 . Hence, the difference in performance ⌬D between Sets A and A 0 can be solely attributed to covariation:
The subscript A is added to ⌬C as because this first calculation only captures the covariation in Set A. To safeguard the calculations against numerical artifacts, the permutation should be repeated several times and the average D calculated over all permutations (for a more formal exposition of this method, see Müller & Sternad, 2003) . In the experiment presented later, we performed 10 repetitions of the permutation. In the same fashion, the amount of covariation is calculated for Set B, which is permutated to produce a Set B 0 , which only differs from Set B in that covariation is removed. The overall contribution of covariation ⌬C in the comparison of Set A and Set B is then the difference of ⌬C A and ⌬C B , as shown in Figure 6 :
For a numerical illustration of these calculations, see Appendix B.
The second step is to calculate the shift in "location" of the two data sets in task space, or task tolerance ⌬T. Tolerance ⌬T captures what is gained by locating the data set to a different place in task space (i.e., where the region of successful solutions is larger), such that data are more tolerant to noise (structurally stable). ⌬T is calculated by "shifting" Set A 0 in task space to the average location of Set B or B 0 . The new data set, A shift , is generated as follows: If each data point in A 0 is denoted by vector a i , the average of each entry of a i is calculated across all i in A 0 , a . For instance, the averages of all angles and all velocities of Set A 0 are calculated. In the same way, for each data point of Set B, b i , the averages of all angles and velocities is calculated in b . The difference between the mean locations is added to each data point a i of A 0 to yield a i,shift :
This transformation of the data corresponds to the transition from Figure 6A 0 to Figure 6A shift . The distribution of the covariationfree Set A shift is unchanged but is now at the same location in task space as Set B. The contribution of tolerance to performance D is obtained when D for Set A 0 is subtracted from Set A shift :
Now the data sets A shift and B 0 are at the same location in task space, meaning that all differences due to T have been removed. Hence, the remaining difference in performance between Set A shift and Set B 0 can be exclusively ascribed to the component noise reduction ⌬N:
If Equations 9, 11, and 12 are added, one obtains:
This demonstrates that the three components are indeed additive and capture the difference between two sets completely. It should be pointed out that the calculations of intermediate Data Sets A 0 , A shift , and B 0 implicitly generate a sequence in which the components are extracted: first, covariation ⌬C; second, tolerance ⌬T; and third, noise reduction ⌬N. The result of the decomposition is not independent from this sequence. However, any change in this sequence will yield implausible results. If, for instance, the data set were shifted first, the contribution of covariation could no longer be evaluated because the direction of the solution space may have changed at the new location. A potentially perfect covariation could no longer be captured. The comparison of the contribution of ⌬N is similarly only meaningful if both data sets are at the same location. Hence, the quantification of the components is not independent of the sequence, but the suggested sequence is the only plausible one.
Experiment
In order to test whether these theoretically derived factors indeed provide an empirically useful method for quantifying skill improvement, we conducted an experiment in which participants performed the virtual skittles task. Participants practiced a sequence of five task constellations, which differed only in the location of the target skittle. Improvements in performance with practice were analyzed with respect to the relative contributions of the three components to the change within a constellation as well as across constellations. This yielded five different task and solution spaces, which are shown in Figure 7 . Participants had to perform all five task configurations in sequence.
If the five task spaces are compared, it is evident that there are two solution manifolds at positive and negative release angles that are separated by an area of no success. The left manifold pertains to negative release angles, and the right set of bands pertains to positive ball releases angles (see Figure 4 for the angle directions). The transition between target positions therefore requires changes of the location in task and solution space (i.e., a change in the component task stability ⌬T). The different task positions also have different orientations of the solution manifolds. In Target Position 1, many negative release angles lead to successful performances (i.e., these solutions are "stable" or tolerant against deviations of the release angle). Target Position 5, however, has a high tolerance against deviations in the release velocity when the release angle is close to 90°. The transition between target constellations requires also that covariation and noise reduction be used if accurate and reliable performance is to be achieved.
Method
Participants. Forty-two students from the University of the Saarland, Saarbrücken, Germany, volunteered to participate in the experiment. These 20 men and 22 women were between 17 and 53 years of age (average age ϭ 28 years). Participants were randomly assigned to one of two groups. As a consequence, Group G1-5 comprised 10 women and 11 men and Group G5-1 consisted of 12 women and 9 men. Each group performed the same task, consisting of a sequence of five target constellations, but in opposite sequences. Prior to data collection, the participants were instructed about the purpose of the experiment, and they filled out the consent form in agreement with the regulations of the University of the Saarland.
Apparatus. Participants operated a lever arm in the horizontal plane that corresponded to the paddle movements on the visual display. This lever arm was made of light-weight aluminum and was cushioned with foam to provide comfortable support. The one end close to the elbow was poised on a needle bearing to allow free rotation in one angular dimension. The displacements of the lever arm were measured by a potentiometer with a sampling rate of 700 Hz. At the hand's end of the lever, the participant grasped a spherical wire net. By flexing the index finger he or she could close a contact switch at the tip of the lever. Opening the contact was translated into a release of the ball, and the ball trajectory was shown on a computer monitor. Figure 4 shows the workspace from a top-down view, as it was displayed to the participants. The height of the lever was adjusted for each participant so that in upright standing position his or her upper arm was vertical, and the forearm was placed horizontally on the foam-padded lever arm. The standing position of the participant was not prescribed, and he or she could stand to the right or left of the vertical fixation, depending on whether he or she aimed to hit the ball with a negative or positive release angle or whether the ball was propelled in a clockwise or counterclockwise direction around the center post. The lever arm could move an almost complete 360°circle, with the exception of a 10°arc in the transition region of the potentiometer. However, this critical section was in an area that was irrelevant for the execution of the task. If the ball touched the center post, it was stopped and the distance between the post and the ball was counted as the performance measure.
The visual display was presented on a 14-in. (35.56-cm) monitor that was placed at eye height at 1.2-m distance from the participant. With this presentation, there was a 90°transformation between the behavior that took place in the horizontal plane and the vertical presentation on the computer screen. Also, the top-down view into the work space did not have the same compression as if the scene were viewed in the horizontal plane. Despite these two deviations from a realistic presentation of the task and workspace, none of the participants reported any problem with this transformation, either in the first warm-up sessions or throughout the experiment. The data collection and the calculation of the ball trajectories for the virtual display were performed by a 486 PC using Turbo Pascal software (Version 7.0). Delay between data collection and display were within the refresh rate of the computer, which was 13 ms.
Design and procedure. Each participant was presented all five target positions (T1, T2, . . ., T5) in sequence. One group of participants (G1-5) practiced the five constellations in the order from T1 through T5. The second group (G5-1) performed the same five constellations in reverse order. For each of the five target positions, the participant performed 320 trials, yielding a total of 1,600 trials. The study was conducted in four practice sessions on 4 days and all sessions had to be completed within 1 week. In each session, the participant performed 400 trials. After 320 trials, a new target position was presented. Deliberately, therefore, the transition between different constellations occurred at different times of the four practice sessions. In Session 1, the transition occurred after 320 trials; in Session 2, after 240 trials; and so forth. This overlapping organization was planned to control for a number of possibly confounding variables, such as warm-up and retention effects (see Figure 8) . For the data analysis, the 320 trials of each target position were subdivided into four blocks consisting of 80 trials each. Each session lasted approximately 30 min.
In Session 1, participants were introduced to the experiment with a standardized instruction. To familiarize themselves with the apparatus, they practiced the task with a target position that was not used later in the experiment. They were told to hit the center of the target skittle with the ball in its first semicircular trajectory. Because the trajectory was generated as a damped oscillation, it would otherwise be possible to hit the pendulum strongly only once, and with the ball's slowly decreasing amplitude, it would hit the skittle in its second or third traversal around the center post.
In the experiment proper, the participants executed a series of eight throws in a self-initiated sequence but without substantial breaks. On average, one throw was performed every 4.5 s. By closing the contact switch, participants "held" the ball at the end of the lever, and the next throw could be performed at any time. The workspace shown on the monitor corresponded to a 2 ϫ 2-m square around the center post. To provide participants with exact information as to whether and how the ball hit the target, the distance between the ball trajectory and the target skittle was enlarged after each trial, as shown in Figure 4 . A presentation of 1-s duration had proven sufficient in pilot trials for participants to take in this information. Note that, although the ball might only "brush" the target skittle, the goal was to hit the center of the skittle. In addition, the participant was given feedback on his or her performance in terms of an average score after a series of eight throws. The participants were encouraged to achieve the lowest possible average score across all series. Each practice session, with its 400 throws, lasted approximately 30 min. None of the participants reported any fatigue with this number and frequency of throws.
Data reduction and dependent measures. For each trial, the execution variables release angle ␣ (degree) and release velocity v (m/s) were measured and used online to calculate and display the elliptic trajectory of the ball (see Appendix A). For each trajectory, the minimal distance to the target d was calculated. The distance d was defined as a negative value (e.g., an absolute distance of 5 cm is reported as -5 cm). Thus, improvements in performance in the result calculations correspond to increasing values. Note that in the experiment, participants were given feedback such that low scores represented good performance. For each series of 8 trials, D was calculated. To quantify the improvement in performance between blocks, ⌬D was calculated as the difference of the D values of two blocks. To calculate ⌬D in the first block of one target position, D of Block 1 was compared with a fictive D that would have been achieved if participants had continued to throw with the same average values as in Block 4 of the preceding target position.
The primary focus of the analyses was the contributions of the three factors ⌬T, ⌬N, and ⌬C to changes in performance. For each block of 80 trials, the mean of the d values was calculated and used as performance measure D (cm) ϭ negative of the mean distance to target. Since there were 4 blocks for each target position, this yielded a total of 20 block values for each measure per participant. The notation T2-B3, for example, refers to Target Position 2 and Block 3, combining performance in Trials 161-240. This same notation is used for both groups of participants. Note that, for instance, the trials of T2-B3 were performed at different times by the two groups. G1-5 practiced their first 320 throws in Target Position 1, whereas G5-1 had already practiced 960 trials in the Target Positions 5, 4, and 3.
Results
Descriptive results of performance. For a first impression of the change of the performance over practice, the time profile of the result measures of the 1,600 trials d is shown for 1 participant in Figure 8 . The five target positions are separated by vertical bars that highlight the "perturbation" of the performance at the transition to each new constellation. The dashed line at d ϭ Ϫ5 cm indicates the width of the target such that throws with d values smaller than Ϫ5 cm hit or at least brushed the skittle. d was subject to large fluctuations, and the amount of variation for different target positions was between 5 cm in T1 and 20 cm in T3. It is therefore difficult to infer improvements in performance directly across constellations, especially because the participant began with very good performance at T1. In T5-B1, the target was initially never hit because the participant first continued to throw the ball with a strategy that was only successful for T4. Only from T5-B2 onward was a better solution discovered that lead to consistently good performance.
Figures 9A and 9B summarize the progress in the performance score of all participants but separately for each of the two groups. The average D for all participants for one block was calculated and plotted against blocks. For G1-5, performance improvements can be seen within one task constellation, but each time the target position was changed, there was a marked decrease in performance. In contrast, for G5-1, the performance improvements can be seen both within and across task constellations.
If D became larger (i.e., less negative), the throws became more accurate, and the minimum distance to the target skittle decreased with increasing practice. To evaluate whether there was indeed improvement, we computed ⌬D across blocks, testing whether the cumulative change from B1 to B4 was indeed greater than zero within each target position. Ten one-sample t tests were performed on the ⌬D values, pooled for each group and target position, and these were compared with zero. An adjustment of the level of significance was not necessary because (a) these analyses did not test the hypotheses but, rather, whether the central assumptions for the decomposition method were satisfied, and (b) the 10 hypotheses are AND connected such that the prerequisites are only satisfied if all 10 tested cases are significantly different from zero. An adjustment of the p level was only necessary if the partial hypotheses were OR connected. It should also be mentioned that the assumption of normality was satisfied for each t test. The violation of a normal distribution, mentioned below, only arose when all cases were pooled. Therefore, the variances of the individual cells were not homogeneous, as can be easily appreciated from inspection of Figure 8 , and this violated the assumption of homogeneity of variance for conducting an analysis of variance (ANOVA). For these reasons, a set of 10 t tests was preferred to a three-or four-way ANOVA.
With one exception, it could be verified that practice indeed lead to significant improvements. The p values for each block are given in Figures 9A and 9B . The exception was seen in G5-1 ( p ϭ .078) when participants practiced T1 after T2. This absence of improvement can be explained in light of the fact that for T1 and T2, the task and solution space have very similar characteristics. The participants who performed T2 already showed such high performance scores that improvements in T1 were only moderate. This interpretation was also supported by the results of G1-5, who practiced the two constellations in reverse order. Improvements in T2 were also only small, because participants had already reached a high level of performance in T1.
Performance change in task space. A more informative depiction of the changes across practice of the five target positions is obtained when the data points are plotted in task space spanned by release angle and velocity. Figure 10 gives an impression of the execution over the course of practice for the same participant from Group G1-5 shown in Figure 8 . Each of the nine panels depicts the data points of one block of 80 trials for the target positions T3 (B4), T4 (B1, B2, B3, B4), and T5 (B1, B2, B3, B4). The sequence of nine blocks illustrates how the location and size of the data cloud changes with the transitions across the constellations. In the first transition, from T3-B4 to T4-B1, it is evident how the participant very quickly finds better angle-velocity combinations directly after the transition to the new target position T4-B1. The white arrow points to the location of the first trials in the block, showing that only few trials are needed to relocate the execution variables to the new solution space of T4. In the subsequent T4-B2 and T4-B3, the variance decreases. In addition, the data cloud becomes slightly more elliptic to better align with the horizontal direction of the solution manifold. With the change to T5, a new solution becomes necessary, and the data immediately become more scattered in both angle and velocity, evidently reflecting the search for a new solution. This corresponds to the very bad performance reflected in low d values in Figure 8 . In contrast to T4-B1, a shift of the data cloud against the gradient becomes necessary. The white arrow points again at the first data points of the block. By searching for new angle-velocity combinations, the participant first performed worse trials in the dark area between the two manifolds. In T5-B2, the search has become successful, and trials are increasingly performed with correct angle and velocity combinations. In T5-B3 and T5-B4, the variance is reduced, and the shape of the data cloud gets adjusted to the shape of the solution manifold.
Note that the search for a new solution manifold, as seen in the transitions from T3-B4 to T4-B1, leads to large values of ⌬T. This large ⌬T, however, is a relocation from unsuccessful to successful solutions that is conceptually different from optimizing a solution by placing it into an area that affords higher resistance to perturbations (i.e., more tolerant areas). Yet, as can be appreciated in the transition from T3-B4 to T4-B1, this search occurs relatively quickly. In contrast, in the transition between T4-B4 and T5-B1, the search lasts longer. In the current sequence of target constellations, this means that ⌬T after a target-position change has to be interpreted with caution.
Components of variability. Figure 11 shows the relative contribution of the three components ⌬C, ⌬T, and ⌬N. The coordinates are almost identical to those for Figures 8 and 9 (note that the range of D values is slightly larger), and the solid black lines show the same D values across the blocks as in Figure 9 . Of interest are the shaded areas that represent the relative contributions of the three components to performance improvements from one block to the next. The contributions of the components were graphed in a cumulative fashion beginning from below with ⌬T, followed by ⌬N and ⌬C. The dark grey at the bottom indicates ⌬T, the light grey indicates ⌬N, and the hatched areas indicate ⌬C. The lower border of the shaded area is determined by the performance that would have been achieved in the new target position if the release parameters had not been changed from the previous block and none of the three components had been utilized. From this bottom line, the contributions are graphed in a cumulative fashion, and the sum of all components produced the actual performance (i.e., the D values shown as solid lines). Two things need to be pointed out: (a) There is no baseline for the very first blocks (i.e., T1-B1 for G1-5 and T5-B1 for G5-1) because there is no reference value from preceding performance. This is indicated by the fuzzy lower border. These values were not included in the following statistical analyses. (b) Sometimes, the magnitudes were negative. This lead to the fact that the upper border was sometimes higher than the overall performance, as for instance is the case for ⌬T in T3-B1. Hence, the contribution of the following component ⌬N was negative and could not be shown as an area but can be induced when there is a gap-in this case, between the dark grey and the hatched area.
Qualitative inspection of these illustrated results shows that the component ⌬T dominated in almost all task constellations for both groups. It is also clear that the component ⌬N showed the largest change within a target constellation. At the beginning of practice of one target position, this component was irrelevant or would even bring about a decrement in performance (e.g., T3-B1 in Figure 11B ). When the target position was changed, it became necessary to explore new and stable solutions, which then necessarily increased the variance. Only when a new solution was found could the variance be reduced. The component ⌬C is represented by the hatched area. It evidently played a relatively subordinate role in this task.
To quantify the sequential effect of target positions, the data of all participants of one group was pooled, and the evolution of one execution variable across the five constellations was summarized in a histogram. Figure 12 shows five histograms of ␣ for each of the two groups. For each group, considerable changes in the frequencies of ␣ were evident at the transitions between the different target positions. Note that the temporal sequence of the practice sessions for G1-5 is from top to bottom, whereas for G5-1 it is from bottom to top. From a juxtaposition of the constellations for the two groups, it is evident that the temporal succession of the target positions mattered and lead to choices of different solution areas. For instance, T4 had two equally large solution manifolds, one in the area of release angle 90°and one at Ϫ90° (Figure 7) . In G1-5, the participants were confronted with this constellation after they had collected experience in T3 that ␣ of Ϫ90°produced reliable results. Correspondingly, participants chose this option. This was different for G5-1. Before T4, participants performed in T5, where only solutions with ␣ of 90°were possible. Hence, in T4, participants of G5-1 continued to choose solutions with ␣ of 90°more frequently than ␣ of Ϫ90°. This comparison indicates hysteresis.
Obviously, the changes in release angle were accompanied by changes in release velocity, as shown in Figure 10 . However, these changes were in a smaller range, between 1 m/s and 5 m/s, and changes were less obvious in a histogram.
Statistical confirmation of contributions of ⌬T, ⌬N, ⌬C. The above results verified what was conceptually prepared for in the introduction: (a) For each target position, there were significant improvements in performance across the 320 practice trials. (b) The changes in performance within and at the transition between target positions were captured by three different components of variability. (c) These components contributed unequally and explained different aspects of the observed changes in performance. Although the analyses above demonstrated the theoretical framework by example, it remains to be statistically confirmed that all three components contribute to performance improvement, or ⌬T, ⌬C, and ⌬N are greater than zero (Hypothesis 1), and the relative contribution of the components changes in the course of practice (Hypothesis 2). If these hypotheses are supported, the decomposition of variability yields helpful explanatory information to understand improvements in performance and can be generalized to other tasks.
To test the hypotheses, we aggregated the data of ⌬T, ⌬C, and ⌬N for each block over all participants. To check the prerequisites for an ANOVA, we tested the distribution properties of each of the 40 data sets by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test with Lilliefors adjustment. In 33 of the 40 cells, a p value of .001 was obtained, which signaled that the assumption of a normal distribution was violated. As evident from Figure 11 , the data in the individual cells indeed have different means and (not shown in Figure 11 ) also different variances, which prohibited the application of parametric tests like ANOVAs. For this reason, the data were transformed to a different scale neglecting the absolute magnitudes. For the test of Hypothesis 1, the data were transformed to a nominal scale; for testing Hypothesis 2, the data were transformed to an ordinal scale.
Testing Hypothesis 1: ⌬T, ⌬C, and ⌬N are greater than zero. A component contributes if it leads to a positive change more often than a negative change. The null hypothesis is that both positive and negative values occurred with 50% probability. Using a bino- Figure 11 . Contributions of the three components to the change in performance for the two groups: G1-5 (A) and G5-1 (B). mial test, we evaluated whether the empirical frequencies differed from this expectation. Results showed that for all three components the positive contributions occurred more often than negative ones. For ⌬T and ⌬N, this was highly significant, with p values greater than .0001. These results are listed in Table 1 . Moreover, to achieve a positive overall effect, the positive contributions have to be at least as large as the negative ones, even if there were more negative contributions. If this condition is not satisfied-as, for instance, with three small positive contributions in combination with a single but large negative value-this leads to a decrement in performance. When the averages of the absolute positive and negative contributions were compared, ⌬T and ⌬N gave a clear picture. The positive contributions were always larger than the absolute values of the negative ones. This was confirmed by t tests ( p Ͻ .001). Table 1 shows that the difference of the means was also consistent with this expectation. However, for ⌬C, the argument must be moderated because, as already shown in Figure 11 , the average negative contribution was indeed slightly higher than the average positive contributions. However, this difference was not significant in a t test ( p ϭ .377).
To summarize, all three components lead to positive performance increments rather than to decrements. For ⌬T and ⌬N, performance increased in an absolute sense. For ⌬C, this could not be established. As already shown in the descriptive data presentation, the contributions of ⌬T and ⌬N were unambiguously present, wheras ⌬C was subordinate for the present task.
Testing Hypothesis 2: Changes of relative contribution of ⌬T, ⌬C, and ⌬N. An evaluation of the changing prominence in contribution of the three different components faces the problem that, depending on the target constellations and their sequence, the quantitative amounts cannot be compared directly. A change in performance due to ⌬N by 3 cm in one condition cannot be evaluated as more important than a change due to ⌬T by 1 cm in a different constellation. What can be compared, though, are the changes in the same target positions. Therefore, the comparisons of the relative contributions of ⌬N, ⌬T, and ⌬C were performed "locally" and within each participant. To this end, the rank order in which the three components contributed to the improvement was determined. The component that had the largest contribution was given Rank Order 1, the one with the least contribution received Rank Order 3. For example, Participant 9 has the following values for the change from T4-B4 to T5-B1: ⌬T ϭ 8.58 cm ϭ Rank 1, ⌬N ϭ 1.75 cm ϭ Rank 2, ⌬C ϭ Ϫ0.08 cm ϭ Rank 3. Subsequently, the values for all participants in all 40 blocks were summed for each block. Figure 13 summarizes the frequency of the individual factors that held Rank 1 in each of the four blocks. The differences between the components were statistically confirmed with a Pearson 2 test, 2 (6, N ϭ 839) ϭ 98.99, p ϭ .0001. Figure 13 illustrates the fact that, in Block 1, ⌬T was utilized most. In the subsequent blocks, ⌬T diminished in importance, and ⌬N and ⌬C started to play a more prominent role during the later part of practice.
Discussion
In goal-oriented tasks, such as grasping an object or hitting a target, the quality of performance is defined by the accuracy and replicability of the result over repeated attempts. The result of the performance-defined, for example, as how safely one grasps a glass or how accurately one hits a target-is highly dependent on the accuracy and consistency of the execution. Execution refers to how the many involved joints are configured in the grasping action or with what velocity, angle, and position the ball is released to hit the skittle. Different combinations of these execution variables can lead to the same result. This observation has often been invoked in the redundancy problem and poses one of the core questions in motor control and learning. Which solutions are chosen from the many possible ones to obtain a desired result, or, conversely, which solutions are avoided to achieve a high probability of success? This article proposes that the analysis of variability of both the result and the execution and particularly their relation can provide insight into this question. The present study examined the virtual hitting task of skittles, in which the result was quantified by the deviations of the ball trajectory from the target skittle-that is, some "error" measure. The execution was defined by the two variables that completely determine the ball trajectory: angle and velocity at ball release. Redundancy in the task is given by the fact that different combinations of the two execution variables are not necessarily reflected in different results. In order to understand how actors control such goal-oriented behaviors, it is informative to look at both levels of the performance. The relation between execution and result variables is captured and visualized in the so-called "task space" that is spanned by the execution variables. Solutions with different levels of success, as described by the distance from the target, define different values in this space. The skittles task was chosen because the solution manifolds were nonlinear, and for different target locations there were two separate subsets. As such, the development of performances over the course of practice and adaptations to new target locations provided interesting challenges to the actor and potentially interesting features for the analysis. The presented method showed that a change in result variability could be decomposed into three orthogonal components, referred to as tolerance T, noise reduction N, and covariation C.
The experiment produced a number of significant results. Overall, the three components T, N, and C contributed in a positive fashion to the improvement in the result. Further, the three factors contributed in a unequal fashion to the change in the result. It was shown that the factors T and N were dominant in the improvement of performance, whereas C was not as strongly utilized in the current task. Over the course of practice of one target position, it was T that was the first factor to be used to obtain an increment in performance. This meant that new sets of angle and velocity combinations were explored to find a larger region of the solution manifold that provided a larger tolerance for error. Over the four successive blocks, C became more prominent, and N remained a relatively invariant but nevertheless important factor.
When target positions changed, persistence in the types of solution was noted. For instance, when a new target location made a qualitative change in the release angle necessary, participants first tended to persist with solutions similar to the ones from the previous target position. This effect of history was most evident in the comparison of two groups of participants who practiced the sequence of five skittle targets in opposite sequence. The same target was performed with qualitatively different solutions, depending on the preceding target. Transitions between solution types were observed at different times, indicating hysteresis. However, this persistence could also have been due to a rule-based behavior. A deeper understanding of the possible mechanisms underlying this observation has to be relegated to future investigations.
Noise reduction. That a decrease in noise or stochastic fluctuations around the mean performance was recorded as a function of practice may at first sight be regarded as a trivial and welldocumented result. Many studies on motor learning have focused on the understanding of the time course of improvement in a motor task over practice, most prominently by analyzing the standard deviations of the result measure in different estimates, ranging from absolute error to variable error. Most frequently, these studies have reported a largely monotonic decrease of the variability in the result. Recently, the question of whether this time course is of exponential nature or indicative of a power law has been discussed (Newell, Liu, & Mayer-Kress, 2001 ). With a view toward the distinction into the three components, however, this observation in the result variables does not necessarily reflect the same changes in the execution variability. If one, for instance, considers the transition from T5-B1 to T5-B2 in Figure 10 , this shows a case in which the dispersion in the execution variables increases with improving results. In contrast, the transition from T5-B3 to T5-B4 shows the dissociation between execution and result variability such that dispersion decreases without directly improving the result. At Target Position 5, the solution manifold runs parallel to the y-axis (velocity). With a release angle of 90°, the release velocity can take on almost any value, and the actor still hits the skittle. A decreased variability in velocity has almost no consequences for the result variability.
Tolerance. While there is a host of studies that have analyzed different aspects of variability, the majority of them have focused solely on the stochastic component of variability. The component tolerance T has not been recognized in the literature before. This aspect of performance change can only be appreciated when both execution and result variables are considered and their relation is analyzed in task space. The present results show that the increasing Figure 13 . Relative number of Rank 1 (in percent) of the individual components when their relative contribution to performance improvement was computed. The data of the individual blocks were averaged across all five target positions and both groups. use of T is an essential contributor to performance improvement. The early phase of practice of a specific task variant is typically characterized by a large contribution of T. But a caveat is necessary for the interpretation of such large initial changes: The quantification of ⌬T cannot tease apart whether large values are due to improvement of tolerance or to the searching of the task space. The latter can, in some cases, confound the core conceptual content of tolerance. In later phases of practice, when the average execution variables already achieve successful solutions, the nonzero ⌬T that we found in the results expresses the more subtle exploitation of tolerant areas in task space.
If one considers the fact that when a successful location in task space is sought, the variance necessarily increases as well and, most markedly, the contribution of noise N increases. This explains the increase in N in the early practice phases. This observation is in line with the often-stated phenomenon that a functionally positive side effect of variability is the exploration of the workspace (Newell & Corcos, 1993) . The increase of dispersion, as seen in T5-B2 in Figure 10 , is a good example for this. The large scatter of data points reflects the exploration of the new task demands. Note that when seeking new solutions, the actor often purposefully varies the solutions, and the registered variability therefore is only partially "noise," in the sense of uncontrolled fluctuations. However, the presentation of task and solution space provides a tool to dissociate exploratory "variability" from uncontrolled "motor noise."
The present findings confirm the interpretation of one of the results in a previous study on dart throwing (Müller, 2001) . Using the same decomposition method as in the present study, the data showed that T played only a minor role. As explanation, it was suggested that the participants were in the stable region of the solution manifold from the very beginning such that no more shifts to more optimal locations could be registered. It was concluded that in this more practiced task, this factor was already exploited before data collection began.
The task space identifies regions of different size and shape corresponding to different degrees of success in the solutions. In fact, the task space, with its bands of solutions of different success, can be viewed as a gradient field. If each trial is a data point, the sequence of data points can be viewed as a search through this gradient field until the best location in the solution manifold is found. The best location is defined not only by the minimal deviation from the target but also by the width of the solution. A region in the solution manifold with larger width allows more variability with a lower probability of inducing a decrement in the result. The search through this gradient field was highlighted best in the current results when transitions between different skittle constellations that had different types of solution manifolds were investigated. In some transitions, the sequence of data followed the gradient, as observed in the exemplary data of 1 participant shown in Figure 10 . In the transition from T3-B4 to T4-B1, the data points followed the gradient. Conversely, the transition between T4-B4 and T5-B1 required a change in task space, with the crossing of an area of unsuccessful trials to exploit tolerance afforded by the right branch. Figure 10 suggests that the gradient-following search leads to success more directly and requires less practice trials. This raises the more general question of to what degree practice is a gradient-sensitive process to the "minimum" in the solution manifold. The present data, however, do not allow a conclusive evaluation of such differences between the gradient-following and the gradient-climbing search.
Covariation. The results of the present task show that the contribution of covariance is rather modest, contrary to expectation. Yet, this result should not downplay the fact that this component can have a marked influence on the improvement in other tasks. In fact, there are numerous studies that have examined covariation between task dimensions and which are listed above. While all of these studies examined covariation between variables, the examination was often limited to the study of a linear covariation or correlation between two variables. When more than two variables were involved, and when the relation was no longer linear, this method was no longer applicable. As a solution, a number of methods and transformations were used that are only marginally adequate. For instance, the logarithmic transformation to linearize exponential data is confounded with many problems (Elzinga, 1985 ; see also Müller & Sternad, 2003) . Also, the application of the method of determining the uncontrolled manifold has prerequisites to the data, such as validity of a linear approximation and equidistance in all dimensions, which limit the applicability of the method (Scholz & Schöner, 1999) . Only a few recent studies have used randomization techniques that provide an unbiased approach for this quantification (Kudo et al., 2000; Müller, 2001; Müller & Loosch, 1999) . The present analyses also applied this randomization method to quantify the covariation between the two execution variables with their nonlinear relations. Note that this method is also applicable for more than two variables. For a formal development and proof of this method, see Müller and Sternad (2003) .
Independent of the methodological issues raised in Müller and Sternad (2003) , all of these studies reviewed above agree that covariation is a decisive factor for the achievement of high scores in goal-oriented tasks and that this factor grows in importance with practice. Müller (2001) gave an overview of experiments in which the proportion of covariation in the performance was quantified. For instance, for a basketball freethrow, it was shown that in expert performance the variability of the result was only 20% of the variability that would have been expected from the variability recorded in the execution. In other words, with the use of covariation, variability was reduced by 80%. Aside from this outstanding example for the use of covariation, it can also be seen that the extent of covariation can be very different for different tasks and levels of expertise on performance. That C is small in the skittle task may be due to the fact that C requires a longer practice time to be exploited sufficiently.
To conclude, in this article we present a new quantitative method that can parse the variability observed over repeated trials into three components. This method is not confined to the specific example analyzed in this study but has many different applications, wherefore the method has been laid out in a more generalized fashion. Another example is variability in the redundant limb in the performance of a reaching or pointing task. The execution variables are the joint angles, and the result variable is the accuracy of the pointing. Prerequisites for the application of the method are that the numerical relation f between the execution and the result in a single trial is known and that the result can be captured in some measure D that quantifies the success of a set of trials. Although the analysis of the present task focused on single data points in repeated performances, the method can be similarly applied to evaluate movement trajectories if a suitable measure for good and reliable execution can be found, such as, for instance, a root-mean-square error. In a more general sense, the method assumes a theoretical status in that it proposes that variability in execution is explored and exploited for the achievement of a successful solution and that three conceptually different means for this exploitation are available to the actor. As such, this article presents a first methodological step to facilitate further empirical work that should test this method in different experimental paradigms and with different questions-for example, long-term acquisition and retention or the adaptation to changed task spaces with different degrees of complexity. With a broader database, this method will advance toward a theoretical framework for the understanding of how the central nervous system deals with the seemingly inevitable noise in both the system itself and its relation to the environment.
